
Making your own horn for the unicorn is an easy process!  You can probably make this 
from your existing stash in about 15 minutes.  Plus you can choose fabric to coordinate 
perfectly to your unicorn.  These directions create a 5’’ horn that is meant to be a 
companion to Gingercake’s Magical Unicorn Sewing Pattern.

How to make the HORN 
on the 

Magical Unicorn  
PDF Sewing Pattern



1.  Begin by gathering materials (pictured and labeled above) and printing out the 
pattern piece on page 6.  Cut 1 triangle from the pattern in the fabric of your choice.  
Cotton fabric is best because it is easiest to sew onto the unicorn but others are ok with 
some patience and extra effort.  

2.  Fold the triangle in half to make a right triangle, right sides together.  Sandwich the 
floss in between with the tip of the floss coming out the top edge.  See the photo below.

Fabric- cut 1 
piece from 

pattern on page 6

Floss- 18’’

Stuffing 

Chop stick or 
similar tool

Floss is 
sandwiched 

between the layers 
along the fold- see 

the dotted 
gray line



3.  Sew down the angle, using a 1/4’’ seam allowance, securing the floss to the top 
edge.  Make sure to backstitch.

4.  Turn the piece right side out.  Poke out the top with a chop stick or similar tool.

5.  Stuff with polyester fiber fill.

Floss is attached 
at tip only!  This 

photo is a bit 
misleading :) 



6.  Use a needle and thread to sew a gathering stitch around the base.  Pull gently to 
gather.  Once it is gathered tightly, tie a knot so the gather is secure.  Then push raw 
edges inside horn  with finger or end of chopstick. 

A gathering stitch is a simple hand 
sewn running stitch.  Knot one end 
securely and then sew around the 

base- about 3/8’’ from the raw edge.  
Once you get back around to the knot, 
give a gently pull to gather the base.

Stuff full but not overflowing



7.  Finally, wrap floss around horn to create the swirl.  With the needle and thread, 
secure end of floss in place under the horn with knots.  Cut off extra floss.
Finished! 

Secure floss in place



UNICORN HORN
Pattern piece  

Cut 1 in cotton fabric


